Comparing KIN Systems

Understanding the differences to match the right system to the right client

KIN Play

KIN AMP/Monitor Combo

Design Characteristics: KIN Play combines an extremely powerful amplifier and substantial though moderately sized monitor
enclosure for a very potent powered speaker system. It’s designed for the next generation of music lovers transitioning from primarily
listening with headphones to appreciating a superior and more socially interactive musical experience.
The KIN Amp and KIN Monitor combination is a modern spin on the classic system. Preferred by those who appreciate the flexibility
advantages of separate components and favor a progressive design that matches their lifestyle.

Woofer Size and Bass Ability: The KIN Monitor has 4” Natural Hybrid Woofers and drops down to 65Hz.

KIN Play has 5” Natural Hybrid Woofers and delivers substantially deeper bass, digging all the way down to 39Hz.

Power: The KIN Amp is a powerful 100w amplifier and the KIN Monitors have 100w power handling ability. Together they can
provide powerful listening levels suitable for most living spaces.
The KIN Play is equipped with a 120w amplifier, allowing it to play 20% louder and energize larger listening spaces.

Versatility: The KIN Play and KIN Amp have identical input options, allowing an array of analog, digital, wired, and wireless options.
KIN Amp additionally allows different speakers to be connected. KIN Monitors can be upgraded a wide variety of other Totem
speakers like larger Skylight monitors, floor standing Sky Towers, and even custom in-wall/in-ceiling speakers.

Dimensions: KIN Play’s dimensions are (WxHxD) 7.08" x 13.97" x 9.25", and the combined weight of the pair is 28 pounds.

Enormous dispersion means they sound wonderful anywhere, but their size can limit placement options.
KIN Monitor’s dimensions are almost 30% smaller at 5.11″ x 10.62″ x 7.48″and over 40% lighter at 8.25 pounds each. KIN Monitors
are far easier to integrate into furniture and wall mount.
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